
Unleash your creativity as you unlock 
transferrable practical skills to use 
throughout your extraordinary career.

Explore our diverse range of arts specialisations from creative writing to film production 
and digital media, or develop a deeper understanding of today’s most difficult challenges 
through culture and heritage or global studies. Our tutors and lecturers are experienced in 
the creative industries and are motivated to help you achieve your goals, making UC the 
perfect place to follow your passion in the arts.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Author, filmmaker, director, special effects artist, 
game artist, digital animator, curator, culture and 
heritage officer, international development worker, 
international consultant. 

FACILITIES
MEDIA RESOURCE CENTRE (MRC)
The MRC provides professional gear for all in-studio 
and on-location projects, including cameras, lighting 
equipment, movement rigs, audio recording and 
mixing equipment. In addition, the Centre maintains 
a collection of cutting-edge tools for digital media 
production in fields such as motion capture, virtual 
and augmented reality.

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CONSERVATION LAB

The Heritage Lab is the place to be for all students 
interested in museums and galleries! Students will 
learn about how to care for artworks and objects 
usually found in cultural institutions through hands 
on practice and exciting technologies.
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GET IN TOUCH
Scan here to find out more about Arts at UC

canberra.edu.au/future-students/study-at-uc/
study-areas/arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS (CREATIVE WRITING)
Learn about different modes of creative writing, 
from prose fiction, poetry and writing for young adults 
through to creative non-fiction. You’ll be guided by 
lecturers and tutors who are award-winning novelists, 
poets, screenwriters, editors and publishers.

Career Paths
• Author
• Publisher
• Editor
• Screenwriter
• Communications Professional
• Web Content Manager

BACHELOR OF ARTS (CULTURE AND HERITAGE)
This distinctive course allows you to follow your passion 
for heritage into multiple career paths. Exploring heritage 
in a variety of contexts, with a focus on Indigenous 
and First Nations issues, you will use the past to 
preserve fantastic collections, sustain communities 
and re-imagine the future.

Career Paths
• Curator
• Museum Director
• Conservator (upon completion of relevant Graduate units)
• Gallery Manager
• Digital Heritage Manager 
• Culture & Heritage Officer

BACHELOR OF ARTS (DIGITAL MEDIA)
From mobile phones to game consoles, digital technology 
has revolutionised the way we interact and communicate. 
You’ll gain up-to-date skills using industry-standard 
technologies in virtual and augmented reality, digital 
photography, interactive fiction, video and animation 
to create digital media stories and experiences.

Career Paths
• Motion Graphics Designer
• Mobile Developer
• Sound Designer
• Animator
• Game Designer
• Digital Artist
• Visual Effects Production Assistant

BACHELOR OF ARTS (GLOBAL STUDIES)
Explore the historical and contemporary ideas and beliefs 
that define our neighbours, our trading partners, and our 
world. Learn about the origins of present-day conflicts.

Career Paths
• International project manager
• Campaign manager
• International consultant
• Journalist
• International development worker

BACHELOR OF FILM PRODUCTION
Understand the ins and outs of filmmaking and the 
different roles required to create a successful film, from 
producer to director, camera operator, sound designer, 
gaffer and more. With an abundance of resources at the 
ready, you will have the opportunity to develop skills to 
enter the exciting industry of film.

Career Paths
• Filmmaker
• Creative Producer 
• Director 
• Documentary Filmmaker
• Screenwriter
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